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Women on a palace terrace with a panoramic view, Faizabad, India, c. 1770. CBL In 69.6 (detail)

Viewing a Persian manuscript through a magnifying glass.

‘An exceptional collection of Middle and Far East objects
of religious art that we haven’t seen in any other museum
in Europe, finely put together with eloquent and highly
interesting accompanying descriptions.’
TripAdvisor, 2020
Chester Beatty
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Trustees’ Report
Chair and CEO’s Introduction
For everyone, 2020 was a year like no other
in our lifetime. For the Chester Beatty Board
and Staff the outbreak of COVID-19 imposed
new challenges, suddenly and forcibly, to
every aspect of our operations. For over 50%
of the year our doors were closed to visitors.
Exhibition galleries and public spaces,
normally bustling with activity, fell silent.
Moreover, the absence of the energy that
emanates from groups of people with
common interests and shared enjoyment
highlighted just how essential and motivating
for our daily routine the engagement with our
visitors is. A museum without visitors – looking, learning, chatting and having a cup of
coffee – is a rather gloomy place.
Following on from the first ‘lockdown’ in midMarch, the staff of the Chester Beatty quickly
moved most of their activity online. Within a
matter of days, the focus turned to replacing
onsite visits with online visits. This report
outlines in detail what this meant for our
visitors, and it has proven to be one of the
positive outcomes of the pandemic.
Increased online engagement enabled the
museum to extend its reach by sharing the
collections and all the public programmes
with wider, international audiences. Online
engagement has led to higher attendances at
almost all talks and workshops; and we were
able to call upon international speakers who
did not have to physically travel. The
feedback from those who attend our online
activities makes it clear that we will need to
continue this post-pandemic, and indeed
become ever more flexible in responding to
our audience’s needs.
Facilitated by IT and the Digital Department,
the Education Department rapidly shifted
Chester Beatty

public programmes online, including make
and create activities for children and teens;
storytelling for children; arts and crafts
activities for all ages; as well as music
events; health and wellbeing activities; and
cooking demonstrations. The curators
created In-Focus audio tours, and assisted
the museum’s volunteers who also offered
to create these tours. They also generated
social media content, using the collections in
inventive and engaging ways.
Fortunately, the Digital Department was
established three years ago so we already
had the capacity to create in-house online
and social media programming. As we had
previously developed 3D walkthroughs,
exhibitions went online quickly alongside
virtual talks and educational tours. The
Digital Department also swiftly adapted the
website, and ensured that all the online
activities were listed in one easy-to-access
place. Despite closures, and staff restrictions
onsite, digitisation of the collection
continued, albeit in a limited capacity while,
during downtimes, the Digital Department
acquired new skill sets in producing and
editing videos. The increased emphasis on
online activity underscores the imperative of
obtaining the resources to further the
museum’s objective of digitising the entire
collection; after all, it is the digital collections
that provide the material to develop ever new
and exciting online activities.
Together with the Gift Shop, the Digital
Department created a new online shop which
launched shortly before Christmas and was
able to benefit from the rush for
Christmas shopping.
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Our bestsellers by far were our attractive
Chester Beatty face masks, inspired by
images from the collections, another
unanticipated benefit arising from the
pandemic!

The Trustees wish to thank all the staff of
the Chester Beatty for their commitment and
dedication to the organisation, and for
enabling the work of the museum to continue
during this challenging year.

In all of the above ways, the public face of
the museum was maintained and in some
ways improved, responding and rising to the
challenges of COVID-19. But of course we
cannot overlook the negative impacts and
while we have focused on the achievements
of the year, it is important to record here the
cost to the Chester Beatty of the extended
periods of closure. Let us cite just a few
examples: for long stretches our skilled team
of conservators were either unable or
restricted in their ability to work with the
collections; from mid-March the Reference
Library was unable to safely facilitate the
many researchers and student groups who
normally attend; and the Education
Department has had to rethink how it can
adapt the development of the Intercultural
Programme for Schools, launched in March
2020, to an online environment. The special
exhibition programme had to be postponed,
while visitor numbers reached only 82,760,
a fraction of those in the previous year
(371,384). Not least, the anticipated revenue
stream from the Gift Shop, Silk Road Café
and commercial venue hire, essential income
for the museum’s special exhibitions and
programmes, was significantly reduced. As
already mentioned, the programme of
digitisation was curtailed leading to a backlog
that will have to be addressed in the coming
year.

When open at intervals during the year, the
museum rose to the challenge of ensuring
all recommended guidelines for the restriction
of the virus were in place, ensuring the safety
of colleagues and of the public during their
visit. We are extremely grateful for the
support of the Department of Tourism,
Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media
throughout the year with additional project
funding made available for COVID-19
supports, and for the museum app; as well
as a grant to supplement the loss of earned
revenue.

Behind the scenes, the work of all staff
continued to the greatest extent possible
and we trust this report makes clear just how
active and productive they continued to be
despite the imposed restrictions. For most of
the year, office staff moved to home working.
Everyone stepped up, adapting to new ways
of working, and seeking new solutions to
overcome the inevitable obstacles.
Chester Beatty

As we approached the end of 2020, the
Chester Beatty had already commenced the
process of creating our new strategy to
cover 2021–2024. This period will not only
see the challenges of dealing with the
post-COVID-19 environment, but will also be
a time to explore new opportunities as the
museum develops a plan for expansion, to
further improve its extraordinary potential.

Catherine Day
Chair

Fionnuala Croke
Director / CEO
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Two rulers at an encampment, India, c. 1615. CBL In 11A.24 (detail)

is to

MISSION

The enduring mission
of the Chester Beatty

maintain and
preserve the

collections of the
museum and to make them

available

in
the most appropriate
ways for the use and

enjoyment of the

public and for scholarly

study and research,
in order to promote a

wider

appreciation and
understanding
of the international

cultural heritage
embodied in the
collections, and to

foster relations
between Ireland and
the peoples whose
cultures are

represented

in the collections.

Chester Beatty
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VISION

The Chester Beatty
will become
widely regarded
as the

pre-eminent

centre in Ireland
for the

understanding
of world

cultures,
advancing

knowledge and
engagement
through
our collections,

expertise

and collaborations.

Chester Beatty
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Strategic Priorities 2016 – 2020
This year marked the final year of the Chester Beatty’s current
strategic plan, and it is with great excitement that the museum
embarks on a new strategy in 2021 to see it through a period
of anticipated growth and expansion. Even so, many of the core
priorities which have taken the Chester Beatty through the last
five years will continue to underpin the work of the museum and
its public service remit.
The strategic priorities provide the framework by which the
Chester Beatty sets goals and measures achievements, and
the following report sets out the museum’s accomplishments
for 2020 under each of the five priorities:

1. To safeguard, manage and develop the collections
2. To enhance access, physically and digitally, to the
collections for diverse audiences
3. To promote intercultural dialogue and learning
4. To ensure the Chester Beatty is financially
sustainable and cost effective in its operations
5. To attract, retain and develop our staff

The simurgh arrives to assist Rudabeh with the birth of Rustam, from
the Book of Kings (Shāhnāma) by Firdausi. Painting by Muhammad
Zaman, Isfahan, Iran, 1675-1676. CBL Per 277.3 (detail)
Chester Beatty
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13,100

96

Online exhibition visits

Videos produced

14,887
Blog visits

783

80

Hours of online content
viewed

Online workshops

528,226
Website visits

9

Nationalities represented among
our 45 employees
Chester Beatty

54,308

Digital collections
repository visits
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Safeguarding the Collections
Conservation
The Chester Beatty offers a wide range of public services

In 2020 a total of 197 objects were conserved in advance

and displays, international loans, scholarly research and

number of large and sustained conservation projects,

that utilise the collections, including in-house exhibitions
digitised material made freely available online. As each

object must undergo a thorough assessment and condition
check before it is handled, none of this would be

an eighteenth-century Indian manuscript, and CBL

Ar 5655, a fourteenth-century Mamluk manuscript on

conserved and remounted, and 84 items were assessed

Conservation Department.

Although the COVID-19 pandemic suspended many of the
laboratory when public health guidance allowed, and with
certain safety measures in place.

such as the successful repair and rebinding of CBL In 12,

horsemanship. 142 Persian and Indian paintings were

possible without the dedication of the museum’s

Chester Beatty’s activities, conservation continued in the

of exhibition, display, and digitisation. These include a

for a forthcoming exhibition to take place in 2021. A
further 1,800 items were condition checked prior to
digitisation and access by readers.

Nine items were prepared for loan, although only five

travelled due to COVID-19 restrictions. 31 items were

prepared and installed in the temporary exhibition, Siam
Through the Lens of John Thomson, and a further 54

items were installed in the Sacred Traditions and Arts of
the Book galleries. 88 Japanese prints were framed in
advance of the temporary exhibition Edo in Colour.

The Chester Beatty is committed to the training and

development of recently-qualified conservators. With the

support of the Heritage Council and the Chester Beatty’s
Patrons, the museum offers a twelve-month paid

internship each year. Now in its twelfth year, the 2020

Heritage Council intern was Sophie Coulthard. Over the
course of her internship, Sophie’s primary focus has

been the conservation treatment and rebinding of CBL In
12, a mid-eighteenth-century Indian manuscript of

Dastur-e Himmat, or Model of Resolution. Ms Coulthard
presented a lecture on this subject, Conservation and
Craft: Learning through Book Structures, as part of
Heritage Week in August 2020.

Chester Beatty

Turning the Wheel on the Shisan Dam, from the Hamzanama, 1558-1573.
CBL In 01.1 (under the microscope)
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Research

Acquisitions

Research is a core function of the museum and staff are

With the generous support of the Friends of the Chester

as a component of their roles. In 2020, 55 engagements in

print ahead of the Edo in Colour exhibition.

encouraged to carry out research and public engagement

the form of lectures, talks, tours, and online In-Focus Tours

Beatty, the museum was able to acquire a new Japanese

were delivered to national and international audiences by

The elongated pillar print shows two young men, dressed

publications.

by Torii Kiyonaga and published by Nishimura Yohachi in

the Chester Beatty staff, along with a further 12 formal

Under normal circumstances, the Chester Beatty

welcomes researchers to its Reference Library granting
access to objects from the collections. As COVID-19

halted all international travel, scholars instead turned to
the Chester Beatty’s online resources where high

resolution images of many collection items are available

as itinerant Buddhist monks or komusō. It was designed
1782, some seventeen years after the popularisation of
full-colour prints in Japan. As with other prints of this

period, it employs a palette of vegetal dye colours. The

high state of preservation of the colours and the overall
strong condition of the print is notable for works of this
format and date.

free of charge. However, before the museum closed its

The subject matter of this work represents an important

onsite in January and February.

known as bijinga or images of beauties, a genre in which

doors in March, it hosted eight international researchers

addition to the collection. It belongs to the genre of prints
Kiyonaga excelled. In this case, the beauties depicted are
both wakashu: sexually mature young men who have not
yet shaved their forelocks. As is often the case with

Alice Derham, Conservation Intern, repairing a Thai manuscript.
CBL Thi 1314

Chester Beatty

pictures from Japan’s Floating World, the image has erotic
connotations layered into its iconography and
accompanying verse.
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Public Service: Improving Access
The Chester Beatty continuously seeks new ways to

open up more of the collections to the public. Amid the
COVID-19 pandemic the museum faced significant

challenges regarding physical access to the collections;

Government health guidelines mandated that the Chester
Beatty, along with all cultural venues, close its doors to

the public first from mid-March until the end of June, and

then again from mid-September through to the beginning
of December. The further, nearly complete curtailment of

Alice Derham, Conservation Intern, repairing a folio from an
Indian album. CBL Is Tf 30

international travel meant that throughout the summer the
Chester Beatty did not see the tourist footfall that would,
under normal circumstances, comprise the majority of
visitors to the museum.

On 1 January 2020, following negotiations, additional
opening hours were introduced to maximise visitor

accessibility. These include earlier opening and later

closing each day. A late evening on Wednesdays until

8pm, and an additional five public holidays per year were
also added. These additional hours equate to c. 69 extra
days open to the public per year. The benefit of these

additional hours was not evident in 2020 because of the

COVID-19-related closures; however, their impact will be
felt post the pandemic.

But where there are challenges lie opportunities, and

during the pandemic, the Chester Beatty saw its online
and digital offerings blossom. Significant growth was

achieved in these areas: the website saw nearly 530,000
visitors, up from 186,000 in 2019, and the digital

collections online likewise had over 55,000 visitors, up
from 31,000 the previous year. The Chester Beatty
anticipates that these upward trends will continue

post-pandemic and will endeavour to maintain investment
in its digital offerings.

Chester Beatty
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Digital Engagement
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic the museum

The Chester Beatty Digital Museum Guide mobile

providing a wealth of new digital content for open access.

visitors. In 2020, the museum received a generous grant

transitioned most of its museum resources online

This content now resides in a dedicated Chester Beatty
Online section of the website.

To facilitate exhibitions, the Chester Beatty promoted 3D
virtual walkthroughs of the museum which allowed the

public, anywhere in the world, to take virtual visits to the
museum throughout the year. In 2020 over 13,000

virtual visits were made to the temporary exhibition Siam
Through the Lens of John Thomson and the two

application continues to be an important resource for

from the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht,
Sport and Media to enhance accessibility by adding

additional languages to the app. The suite of languages
now supported is English, Irish, French, German,
Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Polish, Turkish, Arabic,

Mandarin, Cantonese and Japanese. The Chester

Beatty is currently one of only three Irish museums to
have developed a mobile app.

permanent exhibitions, Sacred Traditions and Arts of the
Book.

Since the launch of the digital collections online in 2018,
the Chester Beatty has continued to add new content to

the digital collections repository. COVID-related closures
and social distancing requirements in the photography
studio posed challenges to the Digital Department,

affecting the numbers and types of objects they were able
to digitise in 2020. Even so, as of the end of the year, the

Chester Beatty has digitised 18% of its collection objects,
an increase of 4% on the previous year.

Digitisation of a fourteenth-century Qur'an fragment.
Chester Beatty
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Collections Engagement
As the Chester Beatty is only able to display approximate-

ly 2–3% of the collection at any one time in the permanent
exhibition galleries, there is a marvellous opportunity for
the museum to draw from its untapped reserves for
stunning special exhibitions. There was an exciting

schedule of temporary exhibitions planned for 2020, but it
was unfortunately impacted by COVID-19.

The first exhibition of the year, Siam Through the Lens of
John Thomson 1865–66, opened to the public on 21

February 2020, and featured 24 photographs taken by

legendary Scottish photographer and travel writer John

Thomson (1837-1921) during his time in Siam. Thomson
set off for the East in 1862 and over the next ten years
documented his journeys to countries such as Siam,

Installation of Siam through the lens of John Thomson 1865 – 66.
Director Fionnuala Croke views photograph
of Prince Chulalongkorn.

Cambodia and China through the medium of

photography. The photographs taken on these journeys
form one of the most extensive records of any region

taken in the nineteenth century. The collection of over 600

glass plates travelled back with Thomson to Britain in 1872
and since 1921 has been housed and expertly preserved
at the Wellcome Library, London. The 150-year-old glass

negatives are in excellent condition allowing the exhibition
to showcase very large prints, some life-size. The

photographs were accompanied by three early printed
books on Thailand from the permanent collection, and

supplemented by a loan from each of the National Library,
Trinity College Dublin and a private lender. The

exhibition closed to the public on 6 December, although it
is still available to view online as a 3D walkthrough.

The second major exhibition planned unfortunately had

to be postponed. Featuring more than one hundred prints
and printed books from the Chester Beatty’s renowned
collections of Japanese art, Edo in Colour: Prints from
Japan’s Metropolis will explore how woodblock prints
shaped a city’s identity as they crafted its image.

COVID-19 permitting, this exhibition will now take place in
2021.

Chester Beatty

Art handlers install photograph of Young boy
identified as Sudjai Bunna.
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Exhibition Curator, Laura Muldowney, oversees the installation of Siam through the lens of John Thomson 1865 – 66.

‘Beautiful collection that is regularly changed and gorgeous
grounds. Watch out for swapping exhibitions that may be of
interest. Genuinely interesting insight into multiple cultures’
Google Review, 2020
Chester Beatty
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Public Outreach and Collaborations
The Chester Beatty’s Intercultural Programme for Schools
was launched in March 2020 by the Secretary General,

Katherine Licken (Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts,

Gaeltacht, Sport and Media) and the Director. The launch
marked the end of a two-year partnership, supported by
the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission and

Creative Ireland. The Chester Beatty partnered with Mary

Immaculate College, Maynooth University, the Intercultural
Education Service Northern Ireland and Heritec Education
Consultancy. Key outcomes of the project include the

revision and design of Chester Beatty tours for primary
and post-primary schools; the training of guides and

facilitators in visual thinking strategies and object-based
learning as a means to compliment the introduction of

creative and critical thinking reflected in the Irish education
system; and the development and delivery of continuous

professional development for teachers in Northern Ireland

topic relating to the collections. In 2020, the Chester
Beatty was pleased to welcome Dr Irving Finkel,

philologist and cuneiform tablet curator in the British

Museum in London. He is especially interested in ancient
ideas, magic and medicine, and also specialises in the

history of the world’s board games. He is the founder of

the Great Diary Project, which rescues unwanted private
diaries.

His illustrated talk focused on the extraordinary scholar
that was Edward Hincks, and considered the vital
contribution that he made to the decipherment of

cuneiform writing, an achievement for which he has never
really received sufficient acknowledgement. He explained
why this heroic product of Trinity College Dublin should
receive wider recognition for his contributions.

and the Republic of Ireland.

The Chester Beatty continued its collaboration with Dublin
City Council’s Culture Company, formerly Dublin Culture

Connects, and its associated initiatives – programmes that
seek to engage local communities with cultural institutions
and activities in their area to enrich their lives, and to
promote culture among all citizens of the city. The

museum organised a number of live talks on themes such
as the intercultural education programme, Chinese
porcelain and mythical creatures.

Public Service: Fostering Intercultural Dialogue and
Learning

As Ireland’s foremost centre for intercultural dialogue and
learning, the Chester Beatty is a leader in intercultural
exchange. Central to its strategy is a commitment to
strengthen the museum’s international profile and to
enhance its intercultural engagement. This is done

primarily through the public programme and the work of
the Education Department.
Annual Lecture
Every year in February to mark Chester Beatty’s birthday,
the museum invites a renowned scholar to speak on a
Chester Beatty

Dr Irving Finkel, Assistant Keeper, Department of the Middle East,
British Museum, London, delivers the 2020 Chester Beatty Annual Lecture:
The Great Edward Hincks on 6 February 2020.
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Public Programme
The Chester Beatty’s public programme strives to enhance

Other online activities for children and teens included live

the public to engage with cultures that may be different

storytelling sessions. Among the highlights were finger

understanding and enjoyment of the collection and invites
from their own. Drawing on the collections for inspiration,
the public programme celebrates cultures from around
the world and incorporates important cultural festivals.

Its themes draw upon special exhibitions, and comprises
activities for families with small children, workshops for

teens, workshops for adults, tours, talks, films, activities
and performances.

The COVID-19 pandemic affected the programme’s onsite
offerings from mid-March 2020 onwards, but the Digital

arts and crafts workshops and pre-recorded activities and
puppets and fan-making in partnership with the Festival of
Curiosity; creating Tanabata streamers to celebrate the

Japanese Tanabata Festival; a photo collage workshop

inspired by John Thomson’s photographs from Siam; an

ikebana tutorial on Culture Night to introduce the principles
of Japanese flower arrangements; bilingual storytelling in
English, Irish, and Italian; an etching tutorial inspired by

carvings found in the Chester Beatty’s collection of jade
books; and even online yoga for children.

and Education Departments were quick to move online

Programming for adults focused on a combination of

recorded where possible and made available online

include regular Qigong sessions, a traditional Chinese

within a matter of weeks. Events and lectures were

through the Chester Beatty’s YouTube channel and the
Chester Beatty’s website. Over the course of the year,
videos on the channel attracted nearly 22,000 views,
compared with 3,400 in 2019.

With schools and childcare facilities closed from March

until the end of June, the Chester Beatty was pleased to
offer dedicated resources for every age group, including
the Leaving Certificate, on its website. These engaging
educational materials covered art history, world faiths,

education and learning, creativity and wellbeing. Highlights
form of meditation; a hat-making workshop in celebration

of Bloomsday which received press coverage in The Irish
Times; a Chinese Dragon drawing workshop for Culture
Night; and a number of talks from both invited speakers

and the Chester Beatty’s own staff. Over the course of the
year, the museum noted a significant increase in the

numbers attending events online versus onsite: online

events engaged nearly 20,000 participants, an increase
of over 2,000 on 2019.

geography, history and STEAM subject areas (science,
technology, engineering, art, and maths).

Chester Beatty

Students visit the Arts of the Book gallery during the
2020 Intercultural Schools Programme launch.
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Financial Sustainability
Sponsorship
The Chester Beatty is extremely grateful for the support

institutions around the world including the British Library,

Sport and Media for the annual grant received, and for

Library and the Royal Collection Trust.

of the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht,
the additional project funding secured to enable the

the National Trust, the National Library, the Bodleian

implementation of COVID-19 safety measures, and in

As the Chester Beatty continues to deepen its

revenue.

Japan Foundation Exhibitions Abroad Support Program

acknowledgement of the museum’s loss of earned

The museum is also deeply appreciative of the support

provided by the following sponsors whose donations have
had a significant impact on our activities.

partnerships with Japan, the museum is grateful to the
for their sponsorship of the Edo in Colour exhibition

catalogue, and to Toshiba International Foundation who
generously supported the exhibition.

The Chester Beatty would like to thank Mr Dermot

Desmond whose leadership gift has provided crucial core
support for the museum’s digitisation project. The end of

2020 marked the end of the last full year of his three-year
gift which has enabled the digitisation of 18% of the
collection so far.

Thanks to a generous grant from the Sumitomo

Foundation, the Chester Beatty continued in its second

year of a two-year project to conserve a pair of illustrated

handscrolls entitled Account of the deeds of Zōga Shōnin
(Zōga Shōnin gyōgōki emaki (CBL J 1130)) painted by
Hōjuken Hōgan in 1711. This is the fourth project
supported by the Sumitomo Foundation.

In 2019, the museum received an anonymous grant to
support the digitisation of 30 Judean and Samaritan

manuscripts. The project was completed in October 2020
and the images are available on the Chester Beatty’s

website, and that of the National Library of Israel in the
near future.

The Heritage Council and Patrons of the Chester
Beatty continued their welcome support of the

Conservation Internship in 2020. This programme provides
interns with an exceptional opportunity to train as part of

our leading Conservation Department. Graduates from the
programme have gone on to work in prestigious
Chester Beatty

Conservation Intern, Sophie Coulthard, installs CBL J 1644 for exhibition.
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Friends Membership Programme

Gift Shop, Silk Road Café and Commercial Venue Hire

Over the course of 2020, the Friends had the

When the Chester Beatty closed its doors due to

museum’s conservation programme, and to experience

and venue hire, three important revenue streams for the

opportunity to gain a behind-the-scenes insight into the

different elements of world cultures through online talks,
the book club and tours. In particular, the Friends

broadened their knowledge of Japanese history, art and
architecture through a special programme of talks and

workshops including a four-week lecture series, led by

COVID-19, so too did the Gift Shop, Silk Road Café

museum. Although the Chester Beatty opened briefly

for the summer months, visitors to the Shop and Café
remained low, and a ban on in-person events meant
venue hire was unable to resume at all.

Dr Mary Redfern, on the Edo period in Japan. In January,

However, the museum launched its online shop in mid-

pandemic, they enjoyed private visits to cultural sites

season. Even with an initially limited range of items for

prior to the introduction of restrictions due to the

closer to home such as Chester Beatty’s weapons

collection at the Curragh Camp, and the Highlanes
Gallery in Co. Louth.

The museum would like to thank all of the Friends,
long-standing and new, for the enthusiasm and

commitment they share with the Chester Beatty. It is

particularly grateful to the small but ever-growing Curator’s
Circle: Ms Karlin Lilington, Mr Chris Horn, Mr Brendan

Hannigan, Ms Maria Carvalho, Mr Patrick Mooney, and

November just ahead of a busy online Christmas shopping
sale, public response exceeded expectations with almost
200 orders placed within a few days of launch. The

bestselling items were the series of stunning facemasks

featuring images from the collections. Other popular items
included seasonal greeting cards, diaries, the

‘Yogini’ range produced by the British Museum, spectacle
cases and jigsaws. The Chester Beatty hopes that the

online shop will continue to complement the physical shop
in the post-pandemic period.

Dr Geraldine O’Sullivan whose wonderful support has

made such a difference to the conservation and exhibition
programmes; and also to the growing number of Patrons,
without whom the Conservation Internship would not be
possible.

Dr Moya Carey, Curator of Islamic Collections, leading a tour of Gift of a Lifetime.
Chester Beatty
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Staff Achievements
The Director and Trustees are grateful to the
staff of the Chester Beatty who showed
tremendous commitment and flexibility in the
face of the worst public health crisis in a
century. With schools and childcare closed,
and without many of the supports usually
available, staff adapted to working from home
and continued to deliver the services of the
museum remotely. They continued to grow and
develop their roles and have created a new
world of online opportunities for the Chester
Beatty.

training in the direction, capture and post-processing of
professional quality video.

Many other staff members benefitted from the training and
development programme, and colleagues completed or
continued courses of study in the areas of corporate

governance, languages and collections management,

digital marketing, security management, IT security, and
finance. They furthermore took part in more than 20
conferences, workshops, seminars and short

professional training courses, in addition to research and
academic contributions already reported.

Wellbeing Committee
To help employees stay healthy and connected while

working from home, the Chester Beatty supported the

establishment of a staff-led Wellbeing Committee. The
committee organised a number of online events

throughout 2020 including quizzes, a webinar on nutrition,
stretch and yoga classes, arts and crafts workshops and
photo competitions. They also circulated tips on sleep,
mindfulness and exercise.

Staff Development and Training
The Chester Beatty provides support for employee

learning and development through four key strands:

Intercultural Schools Programme partners' meeting 2020.

attendance at training courses; attendance at conferences
and seminars; support for academic courses which are

either role-related or more broadly related to skills required

Volunteers

professional membership where some benefit is conferred

The Chester Beatty would not be able to achieve the reach

by the organisation; and finally reimbursement of
to the museum.

it does without the generous support of its volunteers who

While most employees were able to carry out their roles

Shop and leading scheduled and ad hoc tours. Although

building in order to work. Where they were unable to

year due to COVID-19, volunteers contributed to the

learned new skills to broaden the offerings of the Chester

website and delivered live online talks on various aspects

digital photographers, for example, engaged in online

Council Culture Club.

donate their time at the reception desk, helping in the Gift

effectively from home, some required access to the

onsite access was not possible for large portions of the

attend onsite, these individuals attended training and

production of online In-Focus Tours for the Chester Beatty

Beatty. Unable to access the photography studio, the

of the museum collections with participants of Dublin City

Chester Beatty
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Plans for the Future
The Chester Beatty’s plans for the future will
be very much tied into the forthcoming
Strategic Plan 2021 – 2024, but will broadly
cover the five current strategic objectives.

Fostering Intercultural Dialogue

Safeguarding the Collections

training for teachers. The museum will also continue to

The Chester Beatty will continue to implement the highest

include their voice in its public programming.

collections in line with international best practice.

Financial Sustainability

The museum will continue to encourage research as a

The Chester Beatty will continue to encourage new

the collections. To this end it will further partnerships with

including the Gift Shop, Café, Friends Programme and

teaching and research, and will ensure that a programme

presence to supplement the physical shop.

public programmes.

Staff

Improving Access

The Chester Beatty will continue to work with the

The launch of the Chester Beatty’s new website in 2019

Media to implement the Chester Beatty’s Workforce Plan

major achievement for the museum. The ultimate goal is

current and future needs, so that the museum can meet its

standards of handling, conservation and care for the

The Chester Beatty will continue to promote existing and
develop new teacher resources and actively seek to

engage and facilitate continuous professional development
develop relationships with all communities in Ireland and

core function in order to ensure the future relevance of

sponsorship and develop its own revenue streams

academic institutions and encourage collections-based

commercial hire. It will grow the online Gift Shop’s

of sustained scholarly research drives the exhibitions and

Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and

with the first phase of the digital collections online was a

to ensure that staffing levels are appropriate to meet the

to digitise and make available online the collection in its

strategic objectives.

Beatty and making it accessible to a whole new audience,

The Chester Beatty will continue to support staff in their

entirety, increasing the visibility and reach of the Chester
wherever they may be in the world.

roles, promoting good work practice, communication and
personal development in their professional roles.

The digital project will seek to enhance visitor experience

and encourage new ways of engaging with the collection,
both online and in the museum.

The Chester Beatty will increase the number of collection
objects available online, increase the number of virtual
visitors to the collections and thus drive additional

physical visitors to the museum, and engage with relevant
digital communities to support best practices and
innovative exploration.

Chester Beatty

Theo Clarke in front of the Gospels of Matthew and Mark,
18th century, Ethiopia. CBL W 912
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Staff List
Director’s Office

Conservation

Gift Shop

Fionnuala Croke
Director

Kristine Rose-Beers
Head of Conservation

Rie Mishima
Gift Shop Manager

Claire Dukes,
Executive Assistant
to the Director

Julia Poirier
Book Conservator

Eimear Tynan
Gift Shop Assistant

Sophie Coulthard
Heritage Council Intern

Penny Wu
Gift Shop Assistant

Education

Wafa Memon
Gift Shop Assistant

Development
Sabhbh Ní Mhaolagáin
Membership &
Development Officer

Jenny Siung
Head of Education

Caroline O’Hora
Events Coordinator

Justyna Chmielewska
Education Officer

Collections

Dr Heidi Campbell
Education Assistant

Dr Moya Carey
Curator of Islamic
Collections
Laura Muldowney
East Asian Researcher
Dr Mary Redfern
Curator of East Asian
Collections
Dr Jill Unkel
Curator of Western
Collections
Felicia Tan
Registrar
Reference Library

Digital
Tim Keefe
Head of Digital
Sinéad Ward
Digital Curator
Jon Riordan
Digital Photographer
Caroline Harding
Digital Photographer
Jenny Greiner
Digital Services Assistant
Operations

Celine Ward
Reference Librarian

Derval O’Carroll
Head of Operations &
Administration

Dr Hyder Abbas
Assistant Librarian

Mary Corless
Human Resources Manager
Anne Dillon
Finance Manager
Colin Kavanagh
Information &
Communication
Technology Manager

Anne-Marie Hughes

Visitor Services Officer

Chester Beatty
Volunteers
Tour Guides

David Farrelly
Senior Visitor Services Officer

Hiromi Anzai
Joan Barnewell
Noeleen Bryan
Diana Delia
Costanza Ficorella
Tasneem Filaih
Tom Marling
Elim McCabe
Patricia McCabe
Nateghe Moane
James Meehan
Brian O’Neill
Tom O’Regan
Mary O’Riordan
Jo O’Rourke
Margaret Roche
Orla Ryan

Jesse Beers
Visitor Services Officer

Visitor Services
Representatives

Alan Fitzgerald
Visitor Services Officer

Margaret Brady
Noel Gorman
Mary Neville

Security and Front of
House
Justin Rovira Kearney
Facilities & Security Manager
Kevin Hackett
Visitor Services Supervisor
Adriana Stroe
Senior Visitor Services Officer

Val Kavanagh
Visitor Services Officer
Colm Kiernan
Visitor Services Officer
Brendan Lynch
Visitor Services Officer

Retail Assistants
Marie FitzGerald
Mary Gallagher
Irina Telesco

John McMahon
Visitor Services Officer
David Steele
Visitor Services Officer
Marta Lejk
Visitor Services Officer
Maren Reeder
Visitor Services Officer
Julia Pycinska-Taylor
Visitor Services Officer
Kim O’Connor
Visitor Services Officer

Chester Beatty
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Conservation Intern, Sophie Coulthard, and Conservator, Julia Poirier, installing CBL J 1680 for exhibition.
Chester Beatty
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2020 Financial Review
The Chester Beatty has presented its financial statements complying with FRS
102 and the Charities SORP, and accordingly this summary financial review is
included.
As previously stated, 2020 was a year like no other in our lifetime, the COVID-19
pandemic and consequential closures had a drastic impact on the Chester
Beatty’s trading activities and income.

In 2020 the Chester Beatty received a current grant of €2,862K and a capital grant of €175K from the
Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media. The Chester Beatty is grateful to the
Department who assisted it throughout this difficult year with additional project funding. The Chester
Beatty received €13K to implement public health and safety measures relating to the pandemic, which
was spent on necessary sanitising equipment and signage. An additional €15K was awarded to further
develop the Digital Museum Guide and in December, most importantly, in acknowledgement of the
museum’s loss of earned revenue, an additional €200K was granted. The museum is also thankful to
other sponsors, for the €159K received in 2020 from various contributors.
The year 2020 was unprecedented and the Chester Beatty saw its trading income plummet to €124K,
down 70% on 2019 (€416K in 2019). A new online Gift Shop, however, was launched shortly before
Christmas and benefitted from the busy Christmas shopping period; sales for this period amounted to
€42K, contributing 40% of the total sales for the year.
The investment income of €16K received was reinvested and the Chester Beatty received €1K from the
Revenue Commissioners under the VAT Compensation Scheme. The Digital Department upgraded a
camera in 2020, this upgrade was partially financed by a “trade in” of an older camera part, and the
resulting gain is stated in the Statement of Financial Activities on page 29.
As per note 2(c) the Trustees of the Chester Beatty believe that the collection is exceptional as an asset
in many ways. It is inalienable, unique, irreplaceable, ancient and fragile. In this regard, it is an asset that
cannot be readily valued in a way that would be meaningful for readers of the financial statements.
However in compliance with the SORP all additions to the collection, donated or purchased are recorded
as Heritage Assets in the Financial Statements. Consequently all additions to the collection since January
2016 (Chester Beatty’s adoption of the SORP) have been capitalised in 2020 (note 14).
Per the SORP, expenditure is broken down between the Charitable Activities, which include conservation,
exhibitions, digital, education – the primary functions of the museum – and their associated support costs;
and Fundraising Activities, including the trading activities of the Chester Beatty, its Gift Shop, Investments,
Friends programme and the associated support costs. The Chester Beatty continued to tightly manage
expenditure in this turbulent year. Non-fixed expenditure was cut by up to 45% in places to ensure that
the museum did not overspend against income. Charitable expenditure was down 6% on 2019 while
fundraising expenditure was reduced by 25% on the previous year.

Chester Beatty
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Governance Report
Governance Arrangements
The Chester Beatty is a public self-governing charitable
trust established under the terms of the Will of Sir Alfred
Chester Beatty (1875–1968), which was granted probate in
1968.
It is in the ownership of a Board of Trustees, appointed under
the terms of Chester Beatty’s Will, as modified by an order of
the High Court in 1997, who hold it for the use and benefit of
the public. The museum is one of Ireland’s National Cultural
Institutions and is supported by a grant from the Department of
Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media.
While the Board of the Chester Beatty is not a State Board, it is,
however, committed to compliance with best practice corporate
governance and is cognisant of the Code of Practice for the
Governance of State Bodies. Since its publication in 2016, the
museum is compliant with the Charities Regulator Charities
Governance Code.
Within the framework of the Charities Governance Code, the
Chester Beatty has documented the specific governance
arrangements within the museum, defining aspects such as the
essential functions of the Board, the responsibilities of each of
the Chair and the CEO, and the values of the Board.

Upon completion of their term, Trustees are required to return
all Board-related documents and other relevant material to the
Director’s Office. In addition, any copies of Board-related
documents (including but not limited to electronic copies)
howsoever stored (including but not limited to on electronic
devices) and all related back-up materials are deleted upon
completion of term as a Trustee.
The Trustees of the Chester Beatty in 2020 were:
Dr Catherine Day (Chair, elected September 2017):
appointed November 2015; reappointed November 2020
Sir Marc Cochrane: appointed 1988
Dr Sandra Collins (ex officio): appointed July 2015
Mr Dermot Desmond: appointed July 1991
Ms Clare Duignan (Ministerial appointment):
appointed July 2018
Mr David Gillett (Ministerial appointment): appointed July 2018
Professor Kathleen James-Chakraborty (until February 2020):
appointed March 2010; reappointed 2015

Board of Trustees

Professor Brian McGing (Taoiseach’s appointment):
appointed September 2013; reappointed September 2018

Trustees

Mr John Neary (Ministerial appointment):
appointed November 2018

The Will of Sir Alfred Chester Beatty sets out that the Board of
Trustees should consist of a maximum of twelve members. The
Board reflects a mix of key stakeholders with one appointment
by each of the President and Taoiseach and three by the
Minister for Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media.
One further seat is held by the Director of the National Library
(ex-officio) and the remaining six positions are appointed at the
discretion of the Board. Since 1997 the Trustees are appointed
or co-opted to serve five-year terms and may serve a maximum
of two consecutive terms.
Trustees do not receive any remuneration, aside from modest
receipted expenses incurred, while carrying out their duties. All
expenses are paid in accordance with the guidelines and rules
set down by the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform.
Chester Beatty

Mr Tony O’Grady: appointed June 2018
Professor Roger Stalley (Presidential appointment):
appointed 1993
The Board of Trustees met five times in 2020.
Trustees’ Contract and Code of Conduct
On appointment, Trustees are required to sign both a Trustees’
Contract and a Code of Conduct, thereby registering a
commitment to uphold the values, objectives and policies of the
Chester Beatty and to adhere to a high standard of behaviour
in carrying out their remit.
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Values of the Board
Openness
The Trust publishes a report as part of the year-end financial
statements. This report contains information on the Trust and
its work over the previous year. It also contains information on
the Trust’s officers and Trustees.
Equality of opportunity
The Trust has an agreed equal opportunities policy which is
implemented in terms of provision of services, the
membership and operation of the Board/Committees and the
buying of goods and services and contracting procedures.
Health and Safety
The Trust has an agreed Health and Safety policy which it acts
in accordance with in all its activities, within its offices and on
its site.
Conduct and propriety
The Trust will ensure that the private or personal interests of
Trustees will not influence decisions and that they are
meticulous about declaring conflicts of interest however remote.
Gifts will not be accepted by Trustees.

Committees of the Board
Audit and Finance Committee
As of 2020 the only fully established committee of the Board
is the Audit and Finance Committee. The role of the Audit and
Finance Committee is, as part of the ongoing systematic review
of the control environment and governance procedures within
the Chester Beatty, to report to the Board of Trustees and
advise the Director on internal control and audit matters.
The Committee also has a role in promoting good accounting
practices, ensuring better and more informed decision-making
and improved focus on value for money throughout the
organisation. The Committee also oversees the internal audit
function and advises the Board of Trustees and the Director in
relation to the operation and development of that function.
The Committee furthermore oversees the implementation of the
Chester Beatty

Risk Management Policy, which underwent a full revision in
2019 and was approved by the Board of Trustees on 12 June
2019. An annual review of the policy and controls is carried out
by the Risk Steering Committee, which comprises the Senior
Management Team and is chaired by the Director.
Membership of the Audit and Finance Committee is:
Dr Catherine Day (Chair)
Sir Marc Cochrane
Mr David Gillett (joined December 2020)
Professor Roger Stalley (resigned December 2020)
Mr John B Dillon, External (resigned June 2020)
Ms Deborah Mintern, External (joined June 2020)
The Audit and Finance Committee met three times in 2020.
Nominations Committee
At the December 2020 meeting of the Board of Trustees it
was agreed to establish a Nominations Committee to assist in
the appointment of new Trustees. Central to the remit of the
Committee will be to ensure that membership of the Board
represents diversity in terms of background, gender, knowledge
and experience. The Terms of Reference will be drafted and put
forward for approval in early 2021.
Board Evaluation
The Board underwent a self-evaluation in 2020. All Trustees
were asked to complete a questionnaire which considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

clarity of roles and responsibilities
composition of the Board of Trustees
performance of the Board of Trustees
administration of Board meetings
the relationship between the Board and Executive
the performance of the Audit and Finance Committee
induction for new Trustees

Overall findings indicate that the Trustees were satisfied with
the administration and performance of the Board in 2020, with
plans put in place to ensure that diversity is better represented
in the membership, and that Trustees will have significant
oversight of the Chester Beatty’s Strategy 2021 – 2024. An
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external evaluation and review of the Board will take place in
2021.

provides guidelines for all staff if they suspect wrong-doing or
fraud in relation to their work.

Incidents and Reporting

Risk Management and Internal Control

The Chester Beatty and the Board of Trustees are committed
to dealing with incidents and difficult situations efficiently and
transparently and take any such matters seriously. In line with
that commitment, details are set out below on protected
disclosures, child protection, and fraud and corruption.

The Chester Beatty has a robust system of risk management
and internal control in place. The system seeks to identify and
mitigate risks that might impede the museum’s ability to
deliver on its public services and strategic goals. The Trustees
are ultimately responsible for risk management and internal
control and are satisfied that the Chester Beatty has an
effective system in place.

Protected Disclosures
A full review of the Chester Beatty’s Protected Disclosures
Policy was completed in February 2019 and the policy was
approved by the Board on 10 April 2019. The policy is a legal
requirement under the Protected Disclosures Act 2014 which
provides a single, over-arching and generally applicable regime
for the protection of workers who make a disclosure of relevant
wrongdoing under the Act, and applies equally to both the
public and private sectors.
There were no protected disclosures in 2020.
Child Protection Policy
In its adherence to the Children First Act 2015, the Chester
Beatty is committed to upholding the highest possible
standards in child protection and takes all reasonable steps in
relation to the safety and welfare of children, young people and
vulnerable adults who take part in the museum’s public
programme activities. On 18 September 2019, the Board
approved a suite of documents relating to child protection:
a Child Protection and Welfare Policy, a Child Safeguarding
Statement, and the Guidelines on Recognising, Recording and
Reporting Child Protection Issues.

Risk is a standing agenda item at each Board meeting. One
risk from the register is chosen for Trustees to examine in
detail, thereby providing an opportunity for Trustees to
challenge the Executive on whether the museum is
taking sufficient mitigating actions to manage the risk.
Identified risks are owned by a member of Management, who
are responsible for ensuring it is managed effectively. Owners
of risks are periodically invited to a Board meeting to present
their risk and the controls and mitigating actions in place. Due
to the significant and far-reaching risks posed to the museum
by the COVID-19 pandemic, the Board focused its attention on
this particular risk throughout most of 2020.
Each year at the December meeting, the Audit and Finance
Committee agrees the internal audit plan for the coming year.
The internal auditor is invited to attend every meeting of the
Committee to present audit findings and reports. The scope
of the internal audit covers Collections; Financial Reporting,
Treasury and Revenue; Procurement; Payroll; and Computer
System Controls, Process, Contingency Planning and Crisis
Management.

Not only do these documents ensure compliance with the Act,
they ensure that children are unconditionally respected and
kept safe from harm while using the services of the Chester
Beatty, and that staff, volunteers and facilitators are provided
with a safe environment in which to carry out their work. All
relevant staff have since undergone child protection awareness
training.
Fraud and Corruption Policy
The Chester Beatty is committed to combating fraud and
corruption wherever it may be found. On 13 December 2019,
the Board approved the Fraud and Corruption Policy which
Chester Beatty
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Reference and Administrative Details
The Chester Beatty is the pre-eminent Irish museum promoting appreciation and
understanding of world cultures.
It houses a world-class collection of manuscripts, miniature paintings, prints, drawings, rare books and other
objets d’art from across Europe, the Middle East, North Africa and Asia. The collections were assembled by
Sir Alfred Chester Beatty (1875–1968), a successful American mining engineer, collector and philanthropist.
The Chester Beatty is a public self-governing charitable trust established under the terms of the Will of Sir
Alfred Chester Beatty, which was granted probate in 1968. It is in the ownership of a Board of Trustees,
appointed under the terms of Chester Beatty’s Will, as modified by an order of the High Court in 1997, who
hold it for the use and benefit of the public. The Chester Beatty is one of the National Cultural Institutions
and is supported by a grant from the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media.
The Board of the Chester Beatty is not a State Board. The Chester Beatty is, however, committed to
compliance with best practice corporate governance and is cognisant of the Code of Practice for the
Governance of State Bodies. Further information on Trustees, organisational structure, management and
governance can be found under the Governance Statement.

The principal address of the charity is:
Chester Beatty
Clock Tower Building
Dublin Castle
Dublin 2
D02 AD92
Registered Charity no. CHY 5879

Advisors
Investment Managers:
Goodbody
Ballsbridge Park
Ballsbridge
Dublin 4
Auditors:
Crowleys DFK Unlimited Company
Chartered Accountants and Statutory Audit Firm
16/17 College Green
Dublin 2

Solicitors:
Arthur Cox Solicitors
Earlsfort Centre
Earlsfort Terrace
Dublin 2
Banking:
Allied Irish Bank plc
40-42 Ranelagh
Dublin 6

Chester Beatty

KBC Bank
Sandwith Street
Dublin 2
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Trustees’ Responsibility Statement
The enduring mission of the Chester Beatty is to maintain, preserve, display and
interpret its collections.
The Trustees are responsible for preparing the Trustees’ report and the financial statements in accordance
with Irish law.
Irish law requires the Trustees to prepare financial statements for each financial year giving a true and fair
view of the Chester Beatty’s assets, liabilities of the Chester Beatty and financial position at the end of the
financial year and the net income or expenditure for the financial year. Under that law the Trustees have
prepared the financial statements in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Practice in Ireland
(accounting standards issued by the Financial Reporting Council of the UK, including Financial Reporting
Standard 102, the Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland and Irish law).
Under Irish law, the Trustees shall not approve the financial statements unless they are satisfied that they
give a true and fair view of the Chester Beatty’s assets, liabilities and financial position as at the end of the
financial year and the net income or expenditure of the Chester Beatty or the financial year.
In preparing these financial statements, the Trustees are required to:
•
•
•

•

select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
state whether the financial statements have been prepared in accordance with applicable
accounting standards and identify the standards in question, subject to any material departures from
those standards being disclosed and explained in the notes to the financial statements; and
prepare the financial statements on a going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume that the
Chester Beatty will continue in business.

The Trustees are responsible for keeping adequate accounting records that are sufficient to:
•
•

correctly record and explain the transactions of the Chester Beatty; and
enable, at any time, the assets, liabilities, financial position and net income or expenditure of the Chester
Beatty to be determined with reasonable accuracy.

The Trustees are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the Chester Beatty and hence for taking
reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

Dr Catherine Day
Chair

Chester Beatty

Prof. Roger Stalley
Trustee

Ms Fionnuala Croke
Director/CEO
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Independent Auditor’s Report to
the Trustees of Chester Beatty
Report on the audit of the non-statutory financial statements
Opinion

Conclusions relating to going concern

We have audited the financial statements of the Chester Beatty
for the financial year ended 31 December 2020 which comprise
the Statement of Financial Activities (incorporating an Income
and Expenditure Account), the Balance Sheet, the Statement of
Cash Flows, the Statement of Changes in Equity and the
related notes to the financial statements, including a summary
of significant accounting policies for the year then ended.

In auditing the financial statements, we have concluded that the
Trustees’ use of the going concern basis of accounting in the
preparation of the financial statements is appropriate.

In our opinion, Chester Beatty’s non-statutory financial
statements (the “financial statements”):
•

•

•

give a true and fair view of Chester Beatty’s assets,
liabilities and financial position as at 31 December 2020 and
of its profit and cash flows for the year then ended;
have been properly prepared in accordance with
Generally Accepted Accounting Practice in Ireland
(accounting standards issued by the Financial Reporting
Council of the UK, including Financial Reporting Standard
102 “The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK
and Republic of Ireland”); and
have been properly prepared in accordance with the
provisions of the Trust Deed.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing (Ireland) (ISAs (Ireland)).
Our responsibilities under ISAs (Ireland) are further described
in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial
statements section of our report. We are independent of the
Chester Beatty in accordance with ethical requirements that are
relevant to our audit of financial statements in Ireland, including
the Ethical Standard for Auditors (Ireland) issued by the Irish
Auditing and Accounting Supervisory Authority (IAASA), and
we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance
with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we
have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis
for our opinion.

Chester Beatty

Based on the work we have performed, we have not identified
any material uncertainties relating to events or conditions that,
individually or collectively, may cast significant doubt on
Chester Beatty’s ability to continue as a going concern for a
period of at least twelve months from when the financial
statements are authorised for issue.
Our responsibilities and the responsibilities of the Trustees with
respect to going concern are described in the relevant sections
of this report.
Other Information
The Trustees are responsible for the other information. The
other information comprises the information included in the
annual report other than the financial statements and our
Auditor’s Report thereon. Our opinion on the financial
statements does not cover the other information and, except
to the extent otherwise explicitly stated in our report, we do not
express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our
responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so,
consider whether the other information is materially
inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge
obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially
misstated. If we identify such material inconsistencies or
apparent material misstatements, we are required to determine
whether there is a material misstatement in the financial
statements or a material misstatement of the other information.
If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that
there is a material misstatement of this other information, we
are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this
regard.
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Respective responsibilities

than Chester Beatty and the Trustees, for our audit work, for this
report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Responsibilities of Trustees for the financial statements

Natalie Kelly
for and on behalf of
CROWLEYS DFK UNLIMITED COMPANY
Chartered Accountants and Statutory Audit Firm
16/17 College Green
Dublin 2
D02 V078
15 September 2021

As explained more fully in the Trustees’ Responsibilities
Statement, the Trustees are responsible for the preparation of
the financial statements and for being satisfied that they give a
true and fair view, and for such internal control as they
determine is necessary to enable the preparation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the Trustees are
responsible for assessing Chester Beatty’s ability to continue
as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to
going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting
unless management either intends to liquidate Chester Beatty
or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do
so.

Further information regarding the scope of our
responsibilities as auditor
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs (Ireland), we
exercise professional judgement and maintain professional
scepticism throughout the audit. We also:
•

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial
statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements as a whole are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to
issue an Auditor’s Report that includes our opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee
that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (Ireland) will
always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered
material if, individually or in aggregate, they could reasonably
be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken
on the basis of these financial statements.
A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the
financial statements is contained in the appendix to this report,
which is to be read as an integral part of our report.
The purpose of our audit work and to whom we owe
our responsibilities
Our report is made solely to the Trustees as a body, in
accordance with the Trust Deed. Our audit work has been
undertaken so that we might state to the Trustees those
matters we are required to state to them in an Auditor’s Report
and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law,
we do not accept or assume any responsibility to anyone other
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•

•

•

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the
financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, design
and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks,
and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate
to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting
a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than
for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion,
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the
override of internal control.
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to
the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of Chester
Beatty’s internal control.
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used
and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by Trustees.
Conclude on the appropriateness of the Trustees’ use of the
going concern basis of accounting and, based on the audit
evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists
related to events or conditions that may cast significant
doubt on Chester Beatty’s ability to continue as a going
concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists,
we are required to draw attention in our Auditor’s Report to
the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to
the date of our Auditor’s Report. However, future events or
conditions may cause Chester Beatty to cease to continue as
a going concern.
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•

•

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content
of the financial statements, including the disclosures,
and whether the financial statements represent the
underlying transactions and events in a manner that
achieves fair presentation.
We communicate with those charged with governance
regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including
any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify
during our audit.

Chester Beatty
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Children examine a dragon robe in the Arts of the Book gallery. CBL C 1052
Chester Beatty
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Statement of Financial Activities
Financial Year Ended 31 December 2020
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand
Designated
funds
€

Unrestricted
funds
€

Restricted
funds
€

Total
2020
€

Designated
funds
€

Unrestricted
funds
€

Restricted
funds
€

Total
2019
€

– Grant

-

2,862

-

2,862

-

2,626

-

2,626

– Capital grant

-

-

203

203

-

-

175

175

Income and endowments from:

Notes

Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts
Gaeltacht, Sport and Media

Donations and sponsorships

4

-

41

137

178

-

84

194

278

Trading activities

5

-

124

-

124

-

416

-

416

Investment income

6

-

2

16

18

-

3

23

26

-

3,029

356

3,385

-

3,129

392

3,521

Total income
Expenditure on:
Charitable activities

8

-

2,142

479

2,621

-

2,392

408

2,800

Raising funds

9

-

427

48

475

-

609

22

631

Pension

-

148

-

148

-

149

-

149

Total expenditure

-

2,717

527

3,244

-

3,150

430

3,580

Net income/(expenditure)
before gains/(losses) on
investments

11

-

312

(171)

141

-

(21)

(38)

(59)

Gain on disposal of Fixed Asset

13

-

-

7

7

-

-

-

-

Gain on Heritage Asset Valuation

14

-

19

-

19

-

-

-

-

Gains/(Losses) from investments
held at MV

7, 15

-

-

65

65

-

-

204

204

-

331

(99)

232

-

(21)

166

145

59

-

(59)

-

204

-

(204)

-

59

331

(158)

232

204

(21)

(38)

145

Net income/(expenditure)
Transfer between funds
Investment return to Development Fund

7

Net movement in funds
Total funds at beginning
of the year

19

1,799

1,214

1,912

4,925

1,595

1,235

1,950

4,780

Total funds at end of year

19

1,858

1,545

1,754

5,157

1,799

1,214

1,912

4,925

The Chester Beatty has no recognised gains and losses other than those included in the surplus above. All of the amounts
detailed above relate to continuing operations.

Chester Beatty

Dr Catherine Day
Chair

Prof. Roger Stalley
Trustee

Ms Fionnuala Croke
Director/CEO
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Balance Sheet
As at 31 December 2020
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand

Notes

2020
€

2019
€

Tangible fixed assets

13

707

826

Heritage Assets

14

19

-

Investments

15

3,697

3,626

4,423

4,452

Fixed assets

Current assets
Gift Shop stock

16

85

83

Prepayments and debtors

17

29

46

Bank balances

20

1,270

986

1, 384

1,115

(348)

(340)

Net current assets

1,036

775

Total assets less current liabilities

5,459

5,227

302

302

1,754

1,912

1,545

1,214

1,858

1,799

5,459

5,227

Liabilities
Creditors and accruals

18

The funds of the Chester Beatty:
Capital funds
Restricted funds

19

Unrestricted funds
Development fund

7

Total Chester Beatty funds

Dr Catherine Day
Chair

Chester Beatty

Prof. Roger Stalley
Trustee

Ms Fionnuala Croke
Director/CEO
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Statement of Changes in Equity
Financial Year Ended 31 December 2020
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand

Capital
reserves
€

Designated
funds
(development)
€

Unrestricted
funds
€

Restricted
funds
€

Total
€

302

1,595

1,235

1,950

5,082

-

204

(21)

(38)

145

Balance at 31 December 2019

302

1,799

1,214

1,912

5,227

Balance as at 1 January 2020

302

1,799

1,214

1,912

5,227

-

59

331

(158)

232

302

1,858

1,545

1,754

5,459

Balance as at 1 January 2019
Net income/(expenditure)

Net income/(expenditure)
Balance at 31 December 2020

Chester Beatty
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Cash Flow Statement
Financial Year Ended 31 December 2020
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand

2020
€

2019
€

232

145

7

(65)

(204)

(Gains)/Losses on fixed asset trade in

13

(7)

-

(Gains)/Losses on heritage asset

14

(19)

-

7,15

(16)

(22)

11,13

329

294

7,15

22

22

476

235

(2)

28

16

19

Note

Cash flows from operating activities:
Operating surplus
(Gains)/Losses on investments

Income from investments
Depreciation
Investment management fees

(Increase)/decrease in Gift Shop stock
(Increase)/Decrease in debtors and prepayments

16

Increase/(decrease) in creditors and accruals

17

8

(43)

18

498

239

(203)

(188)

295

51

Cash flows from investment activities:
Acquisition of fixed assets (excluding trade in)
Net liquid cash inflow

Dr Catherine Day
Chair

Chester Beatty

13

Prof. Roger Stalley
Trustee

Ms Fionnuala Croke
Director/CEO
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Notes to the Financial Statements
1. Statement of compliance
The Chester Beatty’s financial statements have been prepared
on a going concern basis and in accordance with The Irish
GAAP Accounting Standards issued by the Financial Reporting
Council of the UK and promulgated by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in Ireland. The financial statements
comply with the Financial Reporting Standard FRS 102, the
financial reporting standard applicable in the UK and Republic
of Ireland (FRS 102).
The financial statements have also been prepared in
accordance with the Statement of Recommended Practice
applicable to charities preparing their accounts in accordance
with the Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and
Republic of Ireland ((FRS 102) - (Charities SORP (FRS102)).
2. Summary of significant accounting policies
The significant accounting policies used in the preparation of
the Chester Beatty’s financial statements are set out below.
These policies have been consistently applied to all financial
years presented, unless otherwise stated. The preparation of
financial statements in conformity with FRS 102 requires the
use of certain key assumptions concerning the future, and other
key sources of estimation uncertain at the reporting date. It also
requires the Trustees to exercise their judgement in the
process of applying the Chester Beatty’s accounting policies.
The areas involving a higher degree of judgement or areas
where assumptions and estimates have a significant risk of
causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of
assets and liabilities within the next financial year are disclosed
in note 3.
The significant accounting policies adopted by the Chester
Beatty are as follows:
(a) Basis of preparation
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance
with the Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK
and Republic of Ireland (FRS102) and with the Statement of
Recommended Practice applicable to charities preparing their
accounts in accordance with the Financial Reporting Standard
applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland ((FRS 102) -

Chester Beatty

(Charities SORP (FRS102)). The Financial Statements have
been presented in Euro, rounded to the nearest thousand.
The Chester Beatty meets the definition of a public benefit
entity under FRS 102. In preparing the accounts, the Trustees
have considered whether in applying the accounting policies
required by FRS 102 and the Charities SORP (FRS 102) the
restatement of comparative items was required.
The benefits of the Chester Beatty’s long leasehold
arrangements in its premises at the Clock Tower Building,
within Dublin Castle, are not reflected in these financial
statements.
(b) Going concern
The Chester Beatty is a designated Irish National Cultural
Institution (National Cultural Institutions Act, 1997) in
recognition of the exceptional national and international
importance of the collections gifted to the public by Sir Alfred
Chester Beatty (1875–1968). Beatty bequeathed the
collections for the benefit of the Irish nation on the
understanding that the State would support its upkeep.
It is a public charitable trust that was established under the Will
of Sir Alfred Chester Beatty, granted probate in 1968, and as
modified by the terms of a cy-près scheme granted by the High
Court on 16 December 1997. As a charitable trust, the Chester
Beatty is subject to mandatory registration with and supervision
by the Charities Regulatory Authority (the “CRA”) under the
Charities Act, 2009.
Given the manner in which the Chester Beatty Trust is
established and the legal framework to which it is subject, the
Chester Beatty is not a State Body. The State, however, has
a clear and vested interest in the running of the museum and
of the twelve trustees who make up the Chester Beatty Trust,
three are appointed by the Minister for Tourism, Culture, Arts,
Gaeltacht, Sport and Media (DTCAGSM) . The President of
Ireland and the Taoiseach may also appoint a Trustee. In line
with the annually agreed Transparency & Accountability
agreement with DTCAGSM the Minister provides Exchequer
funding to the Chester Beatty in the form of an annual grant.
The employees of the Chester Beatty are public servants and
their salaries are paid by the State.
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The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is evident in these
financial statements. The Chester Beatty is in a strong position
as it manages this crisis in that it carries no debt; and earned
income is offset against various activities including research,
digitisation, exhibitions and a programme of intercultural public
events. Expenditure, however, is strictly monitored and special
activities will be curtailed as necessary to ensure expenditure
does not exceed income. Financial projections have been
prepared using a range of different scenarios and we are
confident that we have adequate financial resources to
continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future,
based on these projections.
In light of all of the above, the Trustees are satisfied that the
Chester Beatty can continue in operational existence for the
foreseeable future.
(c) Heritage assets
The principal asset of the Chester Beatty is the invaluable and
extensive collection of rare books, manuscripts and other items
of outstanding cultural and artistic value and these are treated
as heritage assets. These include the Chester Beatty Biblical
Papyri; exceptional Islamic, Japanese, Chinese and European
manuscripts; one of the finest collections in existence of
Imperial Mughal painting; as well as rare and valuable printed
books, prints, drawings and important decorative arts objects
from Asia and Europe. The Chester Beatty is regarded as
holding one of the finest collections of its kind ever amassed by
a single connoisseur-collector, Sir Alfred Chester Beatty (1875–
1968). It is the only National Cultural Institution in Ireland with a
focus on global artistic heritage. Further information is given in
note 22.
The Trustees of the Chester Beatty believe that the
collection is exceptional as an asset in many ways. It is
inalienable, unique, irreplaceable, ancient and fragile. In this
regard, it is an asset that cannot be readily valued in a way that
would be meaningful for readers of the financial statements. In
addition, information on the value of the collection is not readily
available and cannot be obtained at a cost commensurate with
any benefit that could be derived by the user of the financial
statements. However in accordance with the Charities SORP
(FRS 102) acquisitions, purchased or donated are capitalised
and recognised in the Balance Sheet at their cost or value at
the date of acquisition, where such a cost or value is
reasonably obtainable. Consequently items acquired since
January 2016 are capitalised. Capitalised heritage assets are

Chester Beatty

not subject to depreciation or revaluation. The heritage assets
acquired before January 2016 are not capitalised on the
Balance Sheet as the Chester Beatty has availed of exemption
18.16 of the SORP.
The treatment required by the Charities SORP (FRS 102),
results in a partial capitalisation of heritage assets on the
arbitrary basis of the date of acquisition. The distorting effect of
this inconsistent treatment is exacerbated by the volatility of the
international art market and fluctuations in inflation, which will
render the value of those capitalised heritage assets less
reliable over time. Trustees accept that under the requirements
of the Charities SORP (FRS 102) they have no option but to
comply with this accounting treatment, but remain very
concerned that continuing to capitalise what will always be
a very small portion of the collection will mislead readers of
the accounts as to the nature and value of the collection as a
whole. Approximately .085% of the total collection is capitalised
as a heritage Asset in the Balance Sheet.
Further information on the nature, scale, preservation and
management of the Chester Beatty’s collection can be found
in notes 14 and 22. Expenditure which is required to preserve
or prevent further deterioration of individual collection items, as
well as the costs of managing the collection, are recognised in
the Statement of Financial Activities when incurred.
(d) Income
The Chester Beatty distinguishes restricted income from
unrestricted income. Restricted income refers to funds given
subject to conditions imposed by the donor or implied by the
nature of the appeal.
Incoming resources are recognised by inclusion in the
Statement of Financial Activities only when the Chester Beatty
is legally entitled to the income, any performance conditions
attached to the item(s) of income have been met, the amounts
involved can be measured with sufficient reliability, and it is
probable that the income will be received.
Income from donations and legacies, grants, sponsorships,
investments, rent and that derived from tours, workshops, room
hire, events and conferences is recognised when the Chester
Beatty has entitlement to the funds, any performance
conditions attached to the item(s) of income have been met,
it is probable that the income will be received and the amount
can be measured reliably.
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Monetary donations from the public are only recognised on
receipt.

incurred in undertaking the charitable activities,
including support costs and costs relating to governance of
the Chester Beatty, apportioned to charitable activities.
Costs of raising funds comprise the costs incurred by the
Chester Beatty in raising funds for its charitable purposes. It
includes investment management fees. The cost of running
the Gift Shop is also included in this category.
Other expenditure represents those items not falling under
the above headings.

Grants from corporates, trusts, and major donors are
recognised on the same basis as grants from governments and
other co-funders.

•

Grants from government, institutional donors, corporates and
trusts and foundations that are subject to significant restrictions
or reporting requirements are recognised when the Chester
Beatty is legally entitled to the income, any performance
conditions attached to the item(s) of income have been met,
it is probable that the income will be received and the amount
can be measured reliably.

•

Sponsorship, subscriptions and similar income are accounted
for as restricted funds when so specified by the contributor.
Such funds receivable for restricted purposes are dealt with
through the Statement of Financial Activities – restricted funds,
on a performance basis. Expenditure from these funds is dealt
with in the specific funds through the Statement of Financial
Activities.

Support costs are those essential functions that assist the
charitable activities of the Chester Beatty as defined above.
Support costs include back office costs, finance, personnel,
payroll and governance costs. These costs have been
allocated between charitable activities and the cost of raising
funds, where possible. Support costs are allocated by
reference to a series of metrics, such as headcount, square
footage etc.

Funds receivable for which there is no specific purpose
specified by the contributor, are dealt with in the Statement
of Financial Activities – unrestricted funds, on a performance
basis.
Income from the Gift Shop is recognised when the risks and
rewards of ownership have transferred to the customer.
Investment transactions are accounted for on a trade date
basis. Realised gains and losses and movements in unrealised
gains and losses are recognised in the Statement of Financial
Activities. Movements in fair value are recorded in the
Statement of Financial Activities at each valuation date, note 2j.
(e) Expenditure
Expenditure is recognised once there is a legal or constructive
obligation to make a payment to a third party, it is probable that
settlement will be required and the amount of the obligation can
be measured reliably.
The activities of the Chester Beatty are primarily focused on the
conservation, protection, display and interpretation of the
collection. Expenditure is classified under the following
headings:
•

Expenditure on charitable activities comprises direct costs

Chester Beatty

Irrecoverable VAT is charged as a cost against the activity for
which the expenditure was incurred.
Allocation of support costs

(f) Funds
All transactions of the Chester Beatty have been recorded and
reported as income into or expenditure from funds which are
“designated”, “restricted” or “unrestricted”.
Restricted and Unrestricted Funds
Income is treated as restricted where the donor has specified
that it may only be used for a particular purpose or where it has
been raised for a particular purpose. All other income (including
the current portion of the grant from the “DTCAGSM”) is
treated as unrestricted and dealt with in the Statement of
Financial Activities. Expenditure is treated as being made out of
restricted funds to the extent that it meets the criteria specified
by the donor or the terms under which it was raised. All
other expenditure is treated as unrestricted and dealt with in the
Statement of Financial Activities.
The balance on each restricted fund at the end of the year
represents the asset held by the Chester Beatty for particular
purposes specified by the donors. The balance of the
unrestricted fund at the end of the year represents the assets
held by the Chester Beatty for general use in furtherance of its
work.
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Designated Funds
The Development fund has been designated by the Trustees
for use in the development of the Chester Beatty and the
collection. The designated funds are held in a separate
investment portfolio, and movements on that investment
portfolio are treated as a movement on the designated
Development fund balance in the financial statements.
(g) Income tax
The Chester Beatty has been granted charitable tax exemption
by the Revenue Commissioners and is recognised as a charity
under Section 207 of the Tax Consolidation Act 1997,
registered number CHY 5879.
(h) Employee benefits
The Chester Beatty provides a range of benefits to employees,
including short-term employee benefits such as paid holiday
arrangements and post-employment benefits (in the form of
defined contribution pension plans).

Employee and employer contributions are transferred to the
Department of Public, Expenditure and Reform “DPER” in
accordance with the Public Service Pensions (Single Scheme
and Other Provisions) Act 2012.
The administration of the scheme is operated by DPER. The
Trustees believe that DPER is responsible for the payment of
lump sums and pensions in payment on behalf of the SPSPS.
The Chester Beatty as part of normal financial management
and budget-setting activity, factors Single Public Service
Pension Scheme and Chester Beatty Library Staff
Superannuation Scheme 1995 benefit payment estimates
into annual funding requests from the Department of Tourism,
Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media and accordingly no
residual pension liability falls to be recognised in the books or
accounts of the Chester Beatty.
(i) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits
held at call with banks, other short-term liquid investments with
original maturities of three months or less and bank overdrafts.

(i) Short-term benefits

(j) Financial instruments

Short-term employee benefits, including paid holiday
arrangements and other similar non-monetary benefits, are
recognised as an expense in the financial year in which
employees render the related service.

The Chester Beatty has chosen to adopt Sections 11 and 12 of
FRS 102 in respect of financial instruments. Financial assets
and financial liabilities are recognised when the Chester Beatty
becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.

(ii) Defined contribution pension plans

(i) Financial assets

Superannuation benefits for the employees and their spouses
are governed either by the Chester Beatty Library Staff
Superannuation Scheme 1995 and the Chester Beatty Library
Spouses and Children’s Contributory Pension Scheme 1995
(for employees who joined prior to 2013), or the Single
Public Service Pension Scheme (SPSPS) (for employees who
joined after 2013). The legacy Chester Beatty Library Staff and
Spouses and Children’s schemes and SPSPS scheme are
regarded as State plans for the purposes of FRS 102.

Basic financial assets, including trade and other debtors,
cash and cash equivalents and short-term deposits are
initially recognised at the transaction price. Such assets are
subsequently measured at the undiscounted amount of the
cash or other consideration expected to be received, net of
impairment.

With effect from 1 January 2013 the Single Public Service
Pension Scheme (SPSPS) commenced. New entrant staff,
employed by the Chester Beatty after 1 January 2013 are
members of the Single Public Service Pension Scheme in
accordance with the Public Service Pensions (Single Scheme
and Other Provisions) Act 2012. The Chester Beatty, as a
‘Relevant Authority’ under the SPSPS, makes the necessary
deductions from salaries for staff who are part of the scheme.
Chester Beatty

At the end of each reporting period basic financial assets
are assessed for objective evidence of impairment. If an
asset is impaired, the impairment loss is the difference
between the carrying amount and the present value of the
estimated cash flows discounted at the asset’s original
effective interest rate. The impairment loss is recognised in
the Statement of Financial Activities.
Other financial assets include the Chester Beatty’s portfolio
of investments which are managed by the Trustees
supported by external investment managers. This
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investment is initially measured at fair value, which is the
transaction price. The investment is subsequently carried
at fair value and the changes in fair value are recognised in
the Statement of Financial Activities within ‘gains or losses
on investments’ in the period in which they arise.		
Financial assets are derecognised when (a) the contractual
rights to the cash flows from the asset expire or are settled,
or (b) substantially all the risks and rewards of the
ownership of the asset are transferred to another party or
(c) control of the asset has been transferred to another party
who has the practical ability to unilaterally sell the asset to
an unrelated third party without imposing additional
restrictions.
(ii) Financial liabilities
Basic financial liabilities, including trade and other
payables are initially recognised at transaction price, unless
the arrangement constitutes a financing transaction, where
the debt instrument is measured at the present value of the
future receipts discounted at a market rate of interest.
Financial liabilities are classified as current liabilities if
payment is due within one year or less and are measured at
the undiscounted amount of the cash or other consideration
expected to be paid. If not, they are presented as
non-current liabilities.
Financial liabilities are derecognised when the liability is
extinguished, that is when the contractual obligation is
discharged, cancelled or expires.
(iii) Fair value measurement
			
Fair value is the amount for which an asset could be
exchanged, a liability settled, or an equity instrument
granted could be exchanged, between knowledgeable,
willing parties in an arm’s length transaction. The fair value
of financial instruments traded in active markets (such as
publicly traded bonds and equities) and which are included
within the Chester Beatty’s investment portfolio is based on
quoted market prices at the balance sheet date.
Gains or losses arising from changes in the fair value
through income are presented in the Statement of Financial
Activities within gains or losses on investments in the period
in which they arise.

Chester Beatty

(k) Fixed assets and depreciation
The Chester Beatty’s long leasehold premises at Dublin
Castle and most of its initial fit-out were provided by the
State and accordingly it is considered impractical to assess
the value of the gift in kind, which is the use of the premises
at Dublin Castle and therefore the value is excluded from
the financial statements. Fixed assets are depreciated as
follows:
Leasehold improvements carried out by the Chester Beatty
(straight line)
15 years
Fixtures, fittings and equipment (straight line)

5 years

Fixtures, fittings and equipment with shorter useful lifespan
(straight line)
3 years
(I) Gift Shop stock
Gift Shop stocks consists of publications, catalogues, gifts and
cards and is stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value.
In accordance with this policy, no recognition is given to stock
donated to the Chester Beatty.
(m) Development fund
The Development Fund was set up from the net proceeds of
the sale in 1999 of the Chester Beatty’s former premises at
Shrewsbury Road, Dublin 4, less the contribution paid to the
Office of Public Works in 2000 towards the cost of fit out of the
Clock Tower Building at Dublin Castle under the court approved
Cy Près Scheme of 16 December 1997. The Development
Fund serves as a seed capital fund for a development
programme for the Chester Beatty, as determined by the
Trustees.
3 Critical accounting judgments and estimation
uncertainty
Estimates and judgements made in the process of preparing
the Chester Beatty’s financial statements are continually
evaluated and are based on historical experience and other
factors, including expectations of future events that are
believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.
There were no critical accounting estimates included in these
financial statements.
Accounting judgements include, the exclusion of the pre-2016
collection items as heritage assets (note 2c) and the leasehold
premises (note 2k) from the balance sheet.
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Notes to the Financial Statements 2020 Continued

4 Voluntary income
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand

Donations
Sponsorships
Total

Unrestricted
€

Restricted
€

2020
€

2019
€

-

19

19

55

41

118

159

223

41

137

178

278

Unrestricted
€

Restricted
€

2020
€

2019
€

5a Total trading income

Gift Shop sales (note 5b)
Restaurant income
Events and room hire
Reproduction and photographic fees
Tours and workshops
Other income
Total

105
		
7
		
3
		
6
		
1
		
2

-

297
105
		
		
44
7
		
		
34
3
		
		
30
6
		
		
9
1
		
		
2
2

124

-

124

416

Unrestricted
€

Restricted
€

2020
€

2019
€

5b Gift Shop gross profit

Shop sales proceeds
Opening stock
Purchases

Closing stock
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Gross profit %

Chester Beatty

105
		
83
		
72
		
155
		
(85)
		
70
35
-

-

297
105
		 		
111
83
		
		
151
71
		 		
262
154
		
(85)
		
70
		
35
34%

(83)
179
118
40%
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Notes to the Financial Statements 2020 Continued

6 Investment income
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand

Designated
€

Unrestricted
€

Restricted
€

2020
€

2019
€

-

-

16

16

22

-

2

-

2

4

-

2

16

18

26

Dividend income
Deposit income
Total

7 Development fund
2020
€

2019
€

16

22

(22)

(22)

65

204

59

204

-

-

59

204

Balance at beginning of year

1,799

1,595

Balance at end of year

1,858

1,799

Dividend income – restricted
Investment management fees
Investment gains/(losses) - realised and unrealised
Investment returns
Deposit interest
Net movement in fund

Chester Beatty
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Notes to the Financial Statements 2020 Continued

8 Analysis of charitable activities
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand

Unrestricted
€
Staff costs

Restricted
€

Staff training and non-pay related costs

1,422
		
119
		
229
		
15
		
16
		
44
		
15
		
35
		
6
		
		
35
		
55
		
107
		
21
		
2
		
5
		
16

Total

		 		
479
2,142

Governance
Support costs (see note 10)
Depreciation
Conservation
Exhibitions
Reference Library
Education
Digital
Collection acquisition
Systems, phone and stationery
Advertising and PR
Property maintenance and insurance
Facilities and sundry
Travel and subsistence
Consultancy and subscriptions

2020
€

125
1,547
		 		
119
		 		
230
		 		
314
329
		 		
21
37
		 		
12
56
		 		
15
		 		
7
42
		 		
6
		 		
		 		
34
		 		
55
		 		
107
		 		
21
		 		
2
		 		
5
		 		
16

2019
€
1,532
		
165
		
234
		
294
		
60
		
70
		
20
		
74
		
12
		
7
		
24
		
105
		
124
		
27
		
26
		
8
		
18

2,621

2,800

2020
€

2019
€

9 Cost of raising funds
Unrestricted
€
Staff costs
Governance
Support costs (see note 10)
Investment management fees
Cost of Gift Shop sales
Events
Friends
Shop running costs
Property maintenance and insurance
Systems, phone and stationery
Facilities and sundry

Total

		
240
		
6
		
65
		
		
70
		
		
12
		
5
		
7
		
3
		
19

Restricted
€

26
266
		 		
6
		 		
65
		 		
22
22
		 		
70
		 		
		 		
12
		 		
5
		 		
7
		 		
3
		 		
19

287
		
9
		
61
		
22
		
179
		
1
		
23
		
19
		
8
		
8
		
14

		 		 		 		
48
427
475
631
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Notes to the Financial Statements 2020 Continued

10 Analysis of support costs by function
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand

Support costs include back office costs, finance, personnel, payroll and governance costs. These costs have been
allocated between charitable activities and the cost of raising funds, where possible. Support costs are allocated by
reference to a series of metrics, such as headcount, square footage etc.

Charitable
Activities
€

Fundraising
Activities
€

Total
€

119

6

125

Support costs 2020
Governance
Finance
Information technology
Human resources
Office services

86
60
26
						
81
65
16
						
108
86
22
						
19
18
1
229

65

294

165

9

174

Support costs 2019
Governance
Finance
Information technology
Human resources
Office services

89
62
27
						
58
46
12
						
100
80
20
						
48
46
2
234

61

2020
€

2019
€

295

Governance costs include
Staff costs
Auditor’s remuneration
Internal audit
Legal

Chester Beatty

88
		
16
		
8
		
6

99
31
26
-
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11 Other information
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand

2020
€

2019
€

329

294

Audit of the Chester Beatty financial statements

16

31

Interest receivable

(2)

(4)

2020
€

2019
€

The net income for the year is stated after
charging/(crediting) the following items:
Depreciation

12 Payroll cost analysis

Salaries and wages
Social security costs
Pension costs
Total
Charitable activities
Cost of raising funds
Support services
Governance
Pensions
Total

1,929
1,940
		 		
194
192
148

149

1,547

1,532

266

287

		 		
2,283
2,269

		 		
		 		
220
216
		 		
88

		
148

2,269

99
		
149
2,283

The above analysis includes posts funded from the Chester Beatty's own funds.

Chester Beatty
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12 Payroll cost analysis continued
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand

The average number of staff employed (full time and equivalents), analysed by function, by the Chester Beatty for the year
were as follows:

2020
Number
Operations
Collections
Management (Director, Operations, and Digital)
Education
Digital
Finance
Development

Total

2019
Number

18
16
		 		
11

12
		 		
3
4
		 		
3

3
		 		
4
3
		 		
1

1
		 		
0

1

40

40

Trustees received no remuneration. Trustees' expenses were €nil in 2020 and 2019.
2020
Number

2019
Number

€70,000 - €79,999

1

1

€80,000 - €89,999

1

1

€90,000 - €99,999

-

-

€100,000 - €109,999

1

1

The number of higher paid employees was:
Taxable emoluments band:

The key management personnel of the Chester Beatty consist of the Senior Management Team whose employee
benefits totalled (excluding Employers PRSI) €269,000 (€314,000 in 2019).

Chester Beatty
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13 Tangible fixed assets
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand

Cost or valuation
At 31 December 2019
Additions
Scrappage
At 31 December 2020

Fixtures,
fittings and
equipment
€

Leasehold
€

Total
€

1,991
1,199
3,190
						
218
218
						
(21)
(21)
				
1,991
1,396
3,387

Accumulated depreciation
At 31 December 2019
Charge for the year
Scrappage
At 31 December 2020

1,593
771
2,364
						
133
196
329
						
(13)
(13)
		
2,680

1,726

954

At 31 December 2020

265

442

707

At 31 December 2019

398

428

826

Net book amount

14 Heritage Assets
The collection housed in the Chester Beatty has been described as the finest collection of manuscripts, rare books, miniature
painting and other decorative objects assembled by a private collector in the twentieth century. It includes representative examples
of the world’s artistic heritage from about 2,700 BC to the present century. Today this collection belongs to a Trust who own and
operate the Chester Beatty as a museum for the benefit of the public; and entrance to the Chester Beatty is free.
More detailed descriptions of the collection by area and including images can be found on the website www.chesterbeatty.ie.
Heritage assets capitalised in the Balance Sheet are shown below:
East Asian
Collection
€

Western
Collection
€

Reference
Library
€

Total
€

-

-

-

5

12

19

5

12

19

Valuation
As at 31 December 2019
Additions
As at 31 December 2020

		
2

2

Objects acquired or donated are capitalised and recognised in the Balance Sheet at their cost or value at the date of acquisition,
where such a cost or value is reasonably obtainable. Valuations of donations are carried out during the year of acquisition by the
Chester Beatty’s Curators and, where appropriate, with reference to external experts and/or recent sales of similar objects.
The Chester Beatty continues to acquire material, to enhance or improve its holdings, along the distinctive lines of collecting
established by Sir Alfred Chester Beatty. The Chester Beatty does not receive an acquisitions grant and funds for purchases are
normally externally sourced. Therefore, given that rarity, high quality and good condition were the founder’s guiding principles when
collecting, the Chester Beatty is financially restricted in the material it can acquire.
Chester Beatty
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14 Heritage Assets continued
Five year financial summary of acquisitions:
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand

Purchased
Donated
Total

2020
€

2019
€

2018
€

2017
€

2016
€

Total
€

-

7

-

-

-

7

3

1

-

-

8

12

3

8

-

-

8

19

All heritage assets acquired since the introduction of the Charities SORP (FRS102), purchased or donated, are recognised in this
financial year. Donated assets are valued at €12,000.
Further information regarding the nature of the collection and its management is set out in note 22.

15 Investments

Bonds
Equities
Cash
Absolute return fund

2020
€

2019
€

651

564

981

910

44

137

31

36

1,707

Bank deposit account
Prize Bonds
Total

Chester Beatty

1,740
250
3,697

1,647
		
1,729
		
250
		
3,626
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15 Investments continued
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand

2020
€

2019
€

1,647

1,443

16

22

Reconciliation of movements in investments during the year
Fair value of investments assets at beginning of year
Income earned
Management expenses

(22)

Net realised (loss)/gain on revaluation and disposal of investment assets

(28)

Net unrealised (loss)/gain on revaluation and disposal of investment assets

75

Gain/(loss) due to foreign exchange movements

19

Fair value of investments assets at end of the year

1,707

(22)
		
6
		
196
		
2
1,647

Bank deposits above are classified as investments as they do not form part of the Chester Beatty's working capital and are being
held for the longer term.
16 Gift Shop Stock

Goods for resale

2020
€

2019
€

85

83

The value of stock presented above is the lower of cost or NRV. Stock written down amounted to €9,000 (2019: €21,000). Stock
items are reviewed individually and written down to their NRV.
17 Prepayments

Prepayments
Other Debtors
Total

2020
€

2019
€

26

37

3

9

29

46

All amounts included within prepayments fall due within one year.

Chester Beatty
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18 Creditors
*Figures rounded to the nearest thousand

2020
€
Trade creditors
Accruals
Other creditors
Deferred income
Total

2019
€

32

34
		
67
		
212
		
27

31
265
20

340

348

Trade and other creditors are payable at various dates in the next three months in accordance with the suppliers' usual and
customary credit terms.
19 Restricted funds
2020
€
Unamortised capital grants
Other donations
Total

2019
€

1,510

1,614
		
298
		
1,912

244
1,754

20 Reconciliation of net cash flow to movements in bank balances

Bank deposit account - restricted
Bank deposit account - unrestricted
Bank accounts
Total

Chester Beatty

As at
31 December
2019
€

Cash fow
€

As at
31 December
2020
€

233

-

233

11
		
284
		

1,507
		
1,270
		
		
3,010

1,496
		
986
		
		
2,715

295
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21 Pension scheme details
Chester Beatty Library Staff Superannuation Scheme 1995
and Chester Beatty Library Spouses and Children’s
Contributory Pension Scheme 1995
Both the Staff scheme and Spouses and Children’s schemes
are administered and funded by the Department of Tourism,
Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media (DTCAGSM) on
behalf of the Chester Beatty. The Trustees believe that the
scheme does not meet the definition of a defined benefit
scheme in accordance with FRS 102, as the Chester Beatty is
not exposed to the actuarial or investment risk. Furthermore,
the Trustees believe that the Chester Beatty operates as an
agent in the operation of the scheme and does not contribute
financially to the scheme. Lump sums and pensions in
payment under the schemes are estimated annually in advance
for pending retirements which are due to take place in the year
ahead. Calculations are made in consultation with the
DTCAGSM and are submitted for inclusion in the annual
DTCAGSM budgetary process, and are dealt with as part of the
annual allocation of funding from the DTCAGSM to the Chester
Beatty.
In the event that the budget does not adequately account for
an unexpected retirement, this amount would be dealt with in
a subsequent allocation. The Chester Beatty is an approved
organisation under Section 4 of the Superannuation and
Pensions Act, 1963, which provides for the transfer of
employees and pensionable service between schemes within
the Civil Service network. Therefore for employees who joined
the Chester Beatty late in their pensionable career, the
obligation to act as an agent in the administration of their
pension and lump sum on retirement transfers to the Chester
Beatty from another approved organisation at their point of
joining the Chester Beatty. Given that the State, via the
DTCAGSM have ultimate responsibility for the administration
and funding of this liability, this does not give rise to the
recognition of any liability in the books of the Chester Beatty
when such transfers occur, as the liability rests with the relevant
government department.
The Trustees believe that the liability in respect of pension
benefits payable to employees who are members of the
Chester Beatty Library Staff Superannuation Scheme 1995
and the Chester Beatty Library Spouses and Children’s
Contributory Pension Scheme 1995 will be met in full by the
DTCAGSM. The Chester Beatty is not exposed to the
actuarial risk arising in either the Staff or Spouses and
Children’s schemes and from the Chester Beatty’s perspective
Chester Beatty

the Staff and Spouse’s and Children’s schemes, are in
substance, defined contribution schemes.
Contributions from employees, which are deducted through
payroll from members of the scheme in respect of the Spouse’s
and Children’s scheme are held in a Balance Sheet fund which
is due and payable to the DTCAGSM.
Surplus or deficit funding of the balance is dealt with as part of
grant income which is included within income earned from
charitable activities in the Statement of Financial Activities.
22 Heritage assets
As noted in note 2(c), per the Charities SORP (FRS 102) only
heritage assets acquired, purchased or donated since January
2016 are capitalised as Heritage Assets in the Balance Sheet.
Heritage Assets acquired prior to January 2016 have not been
included in the financial statements (exemption 18.16) as it is
an asset that cannot be valued in a way that would be
meaningful for readers of the financial statements.
		
Total number of collection items: 26,876
Number capitalised: 23
Percentage capitalised: 0.085%
Further information regarding the nature of the collection and its
management is set out below.
(a) Nature and scale of the collection
The collection housed in the Chester Beatty has been
described as the finest collection of manuscripts, rare books,
miniature paintings and other decorative objects assembled by
a private collector in the twentieth century. It includes
representative examples of the world’s artistic heritage from
about 2,700 BC to the present century. Today this collection
belongs to a Trust who own and operate the Chester Beatty
as a museum for the benefit of the public, and entrance to the
Chester Beatty is free.
The Western treasures include some of the earliest sources on
papyrus for the Bible, and a number of important Manichean
texts. The Biblical Papyri, dating from the second to the fourth
century AD, consist of the earliest known copies of the four
canonical Gospels, Acts of the Apostles, Letters of St Paul and
Book of Revelation, as well as various very early Old Testament
fragments. Armenian and Western European manuscripts from
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Medieval, Renaissance and more modern times, Old Master
prints, rare early and fine books and bindings complete a
remarkable conspectus of the arts of manuscript production
and printing from many world cultures and periods.

established will be considered for acquisition by the Chester
Beatty.

Manuscripts and single-page paintings and calligraphies, make
up the Islamic collections. This includes more than 260
complete and fragmentary Qur’ans, dating from the eighth to
the nineteenth centuries and including the works of the leading
calligraphers and illuminators of the Islamic world.

Preserving the collections for the present and future
generations remains the primary focus and responsibility of the
Chester Beatty. Their conservation, display and interpretation
are central to every aspect of the Chester Beatty’s operations
and audience access, both on-site and online. The Chester
Beatty has a dedicated Conservation Department that
specialises in book and paper conservation. Conservators are
involved in every aspect of preservation and conservation to
safeguard the collection during handling, transport, storage and
while on display. The conservators work to stabilise and repair
the objects in the collection; and all treatments are
governed by a policy of minimum intervention to ensure that the
historical integrity of the object is maintained. Due to the wide
variety of material in the collection, specialist conservators may
be consulted to treat materials such as textiles and ceramics.
All work is carried out in accordance with a strict professional
code of conduct. Further information may be found in the
Collections Care and Conservation Strategy.

The East Asian collections include a fine series of albums and
scrolls from China, the largest collection outside China of jade
books from the Imperial Court and a large collection of textiles
and decorative arts. The Japanese holdings contain many
superb painted scrolls dating from the sixteenth to eighteenth
centuries, woodblock prints by Hiroshige and Hokusai amongst
others, as well as decorative art objects.
While the collection is fully catalogued, it can be measured in a
number of ways, as a single object number may actually
comprise a number of separate objects; for example, a
Japanese painted scroll might comprise a number of separate
scrolls.
More detailed descriptions of the collection by area and
including images can be found on the website
www.chesterbeatty.ie.
(b) Heritage asset management
Acquisitions
The Chester Beatty continues to acquire material, to enhance
or improve the Chester Beatty’s holdings, along the distinctive
lines of collecting established by Sir Alfred Chester Beatty.
The Chester Beatty does not receive an acquisitions grant and
funds for purchases are normally externally sourced. The
principles the Chester Beatty takes into account when
acquiring objects for its collections whether by donation,
purchase or loan are set out in the Chester Beatty’s Acquisition
Policy.
The purpose of the collecting policy is to complete, amplify and
enrich the Chester Beatty collection. The Chester Beatty will
always seek to ensure compliance with Irish Cultural Heritage
Legislation. Only works for which legal title can be firmly

Chester Beatty

Preservation

Management
Enhancing access, physically and digitally, to the collections is
one of Chester Beatty’s key strategic objectives. Further
information can be found in the Statement of Strategy 2016 –
2020.
The Chester Beatty uses a collections management system
(Adlib) to catalogue the collection and to manage acquisitions,
locations, exhibitions and loans. This system is maintained by
the Registrar in collaboration with the Curators. The Chester
Beatty continues to enhance the database and to expand the
information recorded on each asset.
Disposal
The Trustees are constrained by the terms of the Will of Sir
Alfred Chester Beatty from disposing of the material in the
collections. The collections of the Chester Beatty are held in
trust and only under exceptional circumstances will the
de-accessioning of any object from the collections be
contemplated by the Trustees. The Disposal Policy covers the
circumstances in which de-accessioning may take place by the
Trustees and the procedures to be followed.
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23 Post-Balance Sheet event: COVID-19
As COVID-19 remains a major event, and government
restrictions are still in place, this will continue to impact on the
activities of the Chester Beatty for the near future. The
Trustees, being aware of the impact of closure on the funding
streams of the museum, monitor the income and expenditure at
each Trustees’ meeting. The Trustees have prepared a budget
for a period of at least twelve months from the date of the
approval of the financial statements which demonstrates that
there is no material uncertainty regarding the company’s ability
to meet its liabilities as they fall due, and to continue on a going
concern basis. Accordingly, these financial statements do not
include any adjustments to the carrying amounts and the
classification of the assets and liabilities that may arise if the
charity was unable to continue as a going concern.
24 Approval of financial statements
The Trustees and the Director/CEO approved the financial
statements on 15 September 2021.
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Apostles in a boat from a Gospel book, 17th century, Khizan (Turkey). Arm 574, f.126v
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Women on a palace terrace with a panoramic view, Faizabad, India, c. 1770. CBL In 69.6 (detail)

